
Chapter 7: The relevance of learning to the development of business and organisations 
Need for continuing learning & innovate learning organisations:          Peter Senge 

 Systems thinking 

- Seeing interrelationships  

  not things, not processes, not snapshots:  

  World of business is never static   

- Don’t move beyond the blame:  

Take responsibility for failures and problems 

- Distinguishing detail complexity from dynamic complexity:  

Understand your business 

- Focusing on areas of high leverage:  

Strive for steady progress 

- Avoiding symptomatic solutions: 

 Long-lasting solutions for development 

 Personal mastery 

- The learning organisation’s spiritual foundation 

- Lifelong learning 

- Continually clarifying and evolving some deeper foresight, through:  

- Consistent learning – Co-construction – Constructive conflict – Patience - Objectivity 

Mental models 

- Our personal representations of reality through our experiences affect: 

  Our actions, perceptions & attitudes 

- Reflect at your inward selves:  

 Learn more meaningfully, objectively and constructively: Ideas are better when shared 

Building shared vision 

- ‘A vision is shared when you and I have a similar picture and are committed to one another 

having it, not just to each of us, individually, having it.’:  

 Personal visions grow as they are being shared, through dialogue and interactions.  

Team learning 

- Employees need to operate as a team: Output is depedent on both 

 individual excellence and teamwork. 

- Individuals will learn more quickly through team learning.  

Peter Senge’s laws of the fifth discipline: an open-minded way of thought.  

- The laws of the fifth discipline: ‘today’s problems come from yesterday’s solutions’ 

- The principle of leverage: ‘tackling a difficult problem is often a matter of seeing where the high 

leverage lies, a change which with a minimum effort would lead to lasting, significant improvement.’ 

- A shift of mind: systems thinking is necessary. It’s about ‘the shift from seeing pieces of the 

company to seeing it as a company’, with everyone making his own contribution and without that, 

the company would not work.  

- Templates: Identifying the patterns that control events: ‘Don’t push growth, remove the factors 

limiting growth’ & ‘shifting the burden’. Find the root of the problem instead of a quick fix. 


